Litigation Support Services

In matters of dispute, an independent opinion that is credible, reliable and authoritative is often needed
to bring reason and successful conclusion to the matter at hand. Our reputation of excellence is based
on our extensive dedication to litigation matters. Our highly skilled partners and professionals with
extensive training and experience continue our tradition of distinction.

Professional Oversight –
Knowledgable Insight
The Wiss Litigation Support team of professionals
are qualified to serve as expert witnesses, forensic
accountants and valuation experts. We have been
court appointed as accounting and valuation experts,
fiscal agents, custodians, receivers and trustees.
We understand the importance of the ability to
communicate our findings with the clarity and
precision demanded in a legal setting.
Our professionals lend an independent, authoritative
voice to financial queries, working in close
collaboration with legal counsel throughout the
discovery and trial phases. We are able to quantify
fiscal questions through meticulous fact-finding and
methodical analysis and clearly document our findings.
Our goal is to provide comprehensive and specialized
financial and litigation consulting services in a variety
of dispute resolution settings.

Forensic Accounting
An authoritative opinion from Wiss on financial matters
or data interpretation can reinforce the validity of
a legal argument. You can count on the Wiss team
of experts to offer opinions of the highest level of
assurance suitable for legal review.

economic damages in cases of business interruption,
breach of contract, or other situations requiring
precise determination of financial loss. A Wiss report
will clearly state our expert opinion, presented in a
manner that simplifies complex issues and leaves the
reader with a clear and thorough understanding of our
conclusions.

Other Specialized Consulting
The insight and expertise of our professionals is often
advantageous in discovery and preparation for trial.
We can help identify relevant document requests,
establish exactly what information you need to elicit,
and assist in the development of a line of questioning
to accomplish that goal. We organize and interpret
evidentiary data, explain its relative significance and
render an opinion on such.
For cases of suspected fraudulent activity, we use
our expertise to uncover potential irregularities and
quantify any resultant damages. We also stress the
importance of internal controls in the prevention of
fraud. Our trained professionals are able to assist in the
review, development and implementation of policies
and procedures to minimize the potential for improper
conduct. Our expertise includes:
• Contract and/or stockholder disputes

If you require an expert witness, Wiss professionals
consistently deliver credible arbitration, deposition and
trial testimony. Experienced and comfortable in a court
of law, our team is able to express an independent,
professional opinion in a manner that is unambiguous,
accurate and respectful.

• Breach of contract

Economic Damage Investigation

• Product liability

Wiss adheres to rigorous investigative accounting
principles and thorough financial analysis to quantify

• Malpractice and negligence
• Insurance claims
• Fraud or embezzlement
• White collar crimes
• Copyright or patent infringement

